Second Grade FUN Choice Board
Week of May 18-21
This is the last choice board of the year. Let’s have some fun!

Reading
Read:
Read 20 minutes
daily.
** recipes, books,
magazines, cereal
boxes, EPIC!
Website
Sight Words:
Write a sentence
for each sight word.
along, while, might,
next, sound

Phonogram Sounds:
Find words anywhere
around the house
that have these
sounds:

Writing

Math

Specials

Letter Writing:
Write a letter to
yourself for the year
you graduate high
school. Tell yourself all
you have been doing.

Predictions:
Blow bubbles. Predict
how many bubbles will
come out each time.

PE: The object is to toss a sock ball

Journaling:

Time yourself:
Use a timer to see how
fast you can run a 50
yard dash. Predict how
long it will take you
before you say “GO”!

Music: Play a game with musical

Measurement:
Have a “Longest
Dandelion Challenge”.
See who in your family
could find the longest
dandelion stem.

Social-Emotional:

Write about one thing
you are going to miss
about school while on
summer break.

Recipe Writing:
Create and write your
own snack recipe to try
with your family.

kn, gn, wr, gh, oe, ph,
dge, ti (sh as in
station), ci (sh as in
special), si (sh and
zh), ought

off of the wall and into a basket.
You must use the wall as your
backboard and bank it into the
basket. Score a point for every sock
that is banked into the basket. See
how many you can get in 1 minute
and choose several different spots
to toss from.
pitches: the highness or lowness of
a sound. Someone plays or sings a
high, medium or low pitch. If the
pitch is high everyone else must
reach their arms up high into the
air. If the pitch is low, you must curl
up into a ball. If the pitch is in the
middle, you must stand up with your
arms pointing out to the sides. Play
slowly at first, then speed up. Take
turns.

Brown Bag Guessing Game!!
This is similar to twenty questions.
You will need a bag and an object.
Find one object around the house
and put it into your bag. Have
someone ask yes or no questions to
try and guess what is in the bag.
For example:
Is it bigger than a pencil? Is it
colorful? Is it shiny? Can you write
with it? Is it a school supply? Do we
use this everyday?

Bike Ride:

Bucket List:

Ride your bike and
read as many street
signs as you can.

Write a list of all the
things you want to do this
summer.
**Challenge: Write in ABC
order**

Hopscotch Math:

Draw a hopscotch board
with chalk outside. Write
an addition or subtraction
fact in each square. When
you hop on the square, say
the answer to the
equation.

Encouraging Message:

We are so proud of everything you
have done this school year and how
awesome you have handled the
changes. We cannot wait to see you
again and hope you have an amazing
summer! Do not forget how
wonderful and special you are. We
love you!!
-USD 473 Teachers and Staff

